
A cloud doesn’t have to cost the earth

Overpriced CPU/GPU

A FAIRER CLOUD FOR EVERYONE

High-performing Affordable Sustainable

satisfy demanding
workloads for a

better developer and
user experience.

Choose the specs to Buy the right amount
of resources you

need through a global
marketplace with

competitive pricing.

Consuming idle
resources delivered by
marketplace suppliers

benefits the planet
and your bottom line.

A better choice for HPC
CUDO Compute puts you in control of your project resource needs.

Demanding applications

Distance degrades UX

Why does hyperscale not meet
customer needs?

Maximised-performance

Proximity boosts UX

Lower cost, right-sized

How does CUDO Compute solve
this problem?

Learn more at www.cudocompute.com
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A FAIRER CLOUD FOR EVERYONE

Learn more at www.cudocompute.com

Security & Automation

Your security is our top priority. CUDO Compute gives you access to a range of robust
API security and automation tools to enhance platform security, streamline
workflows and improve operational efficiency. 

GPU Rental

Reserve or rent from a range of industry-leading cloud-based GPUs, from NVIDIA's
top-tier H100 and A100 to A40 and A6000 series. You can reserve cutting-edge GPUs
that are purpose-built for high-performance computing in many locations worldwide.

CPU Rental

Not all processing tasks require GPU power! We offer a range of cloud-based CPU
instances available in different locations worldwide and at a lower price on CUDO
Compute Marketplace.

Virtual Machines

Our virtual machines offer a balanced mix of performance, customisation, and ease
of deployment. Get anything from general-purpose to CPU or GPU-optimised virtual
servers that are configurable, scalable, and don’t cost the earth.

Billing & Management

CUDO Compute’s Billing Account provides various billing and cost management tools,
making it easy to manage your cloud resource consumption. It allows you to estimate
cloud costs, create budgets, and visualise your spend with automated reports.

Freedom to choose the right approach for you by solving the challenges 
that hyperscale cloud and dedicated hardware can’t.

Storage

Integrate your virtual machine workloads with S3-compatible object storage volumes.
Designed to store, access and recover any application data for a range of use cases,
including HPC workloads and cloud-native applications.

Networking

Get networking performance and security for your demanding workloads. Our private
networking solution abstracts the complexity of network configuration, allowing you
to manage private cloud networks, virtual routers, and security groups in the UI.
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